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Consumer of news, views, and features 
Misery and mayhem 
A legacy of war 
by Cindy Kansoer 
NATO initiated 
airstrikes against selected 
Serbian military targets on 
March 24111• Yugoslavia's top 
have any worries about the wise 
navigation of our state ship 
through the turbulent waters of 
international events," stated the 
Yugoslav general staff, General 
Dragoljub Ojdanic. His words 
came after NATO launched 
missile attack early that mom-
BELGR.t\DE- Ar.ti-aircra~ tire <1ver the Yn~')slav <:.apitnl of 
[~\grade th:ring a NATO a1r strike e.1dy April 10. Cloudy 
skies (1vcr Yugo:;Javia hampered overu1ght lxnubing run. by 
NATO Wlll)ll3.tk..>s anJ more poor v.-catbcr wa." in swre over the 
\'t'Ceker.:i, nc<:ordil~~ lo an <11lian.-e ,)1ftcial. D<:~pit\! poor 
"isibiHty, NATO plan<".s attncked a radio rdav tow~r Jlt".<lr th'~ 
Kosovo capital Pri<:tim, h<~ s."lid . (YVOOSL..\VTA OUT) str 
(Rt-uters) . 
military officials stated April 
3n1. that the country's political 
and military leaders were 
united and they pledged that the 
army would fight on until 
NATO attacks ended. 
"The supreme com-
mand should not be worried 
about the situation on the front 
just as we in the army do not 
ing against the Yugoslav capi-
tal, Belgrade. 
The following day, 
NATO missiles pounded Yugo-
slavia again , striking 
Belgrade's main airport and 
targets in Kosovo. Slatina air-
field southeast of the Kosovan 
capital. Pristina had also been 
attacked and missiles destroyed 
two bridges over the Danbue 
River. By late Sunday, more 
than 350,000 Albanians had 
fled out of Kosovo to Albania 
and Macedonia. In Macedonia, 
tens of thousands of refugees 
huddled in a muddy field, reek-
ing ofhuman excrement, at the 
border for another cold night. 
They were waiting for the start 
of an airlift that was promised. 
but did not materialize. 
By April 4 111 , the 
United States stated that it 
would send 2-t Apache helicop-
ters and 2,000 support troops 
to Albania to join the campaign 
against Serbian forces . This 
was a step to increase air op-
erations and not a step toward 
deployment of ground troops. 
Yugoslavia stated that 
NATO bombs had inflicted 
heavy ci\.;lian casualties when 
they hit a r sidcntial area on 
. onday. Titc Yugoslav state 
DC\\ s agency, Tan jug said mis-
siles had struck the central 
Serbian town of Alcksinac. 
"Tens of people were injured 
and there arc dead people too. 
A whole street nas destroyed," 
reported Tanjug. 
It said bombs had de-
stroyed 10 buildings including 
an ambulance center as well as 
industrial facilities . "We arc 
still trying to get out people 
from under the ruins We don' t 
continued on page 4 
Radio 892 Belgrade: We shall never surrender 
The struggle continues 
by Cindy Kansoer 
Friday, April 2 , at 
9:00 p.m CST. Radio B92, 
Belgrade, Serbia. was shut 
down and sealed off by court 
officials with uniformed and 
plain-clothes policemen. Radio 
B92's Director, Sasa Mirkovic 
was delivered a court order an-
nouncing his dismissal as the 
station's director. The decision 
was made by the goveirunent-
controlled Council of Youth, 
the founder ofB92. 
Harassment of the sta-
tion began March 24u. when the 
Serbian authorities confiscated 
the transmitter and the editor-
in-chief, Veran Matic. was held 
in custody for over eight hours. 
The De Balie in Amsterdam, a 
support group founded that 
night. supports B92 and other 
independent media in Yugosla-
via where possible. 
In ternetprovider 
XS.tALL B92 also transmitted 
its signals via the Internet. The 
digital broadcasts were picked 
up by the BBC Worldservice 
and retransmitted via satellite 
to other stations and sites. The 
radio station's signals were per-
sistently jammed to silence 
them. Up until recently, the 
broadcasts could be followed in 
For ten years, B92 has 
been broadcasting around the 
globe free and independent 
news from Yugoslavia. Broad-
casting via real audio stream-
ing and satellite, lite FM trans-
mitter provided news in Serbian 
and English from Belgrade. 
They also provided a website 
and email that has been mir-
rored across the world (some 
links have since been broken) 
"We also brought to 
you important analyses of the 
Balkans,'' stated the director, 
"such as the on-line publication 
'Unfinished Peace,' as part of 
our goal to bring peace and de-
mocracy to this region." 
continued on page 2 
Conservative Citizens 
by Bill Olson 
The Council of Con-
servative Citizens (CCC) began 
in 1985 and had remained in 
relative obscurity until the na-
tional media discovered the 
openly segregationist group 
had ties with high ranking poli-
ticians in Washington. Rep. 
Bob Barr, R-Ga., Sen Jesse 
Helms, R-N C., and Senate 
Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-
Miss. have been accused of be-
ing sympathetic with the CCC. 
Though all three have 
come out and harshly dis-
avowed any support of the 
group, each has attended and 
delivered speeches at events it 
held. 
The CCC is an openly 
ethnocentric organization of 
about 15,000 members (re-
portedly) intended to advance 
the culture and ideals of white 
Christian Europeans. 
However, its CEO 
Gordon Lee Baum emphati-
cally denies that the organiza-
tion is racist, though this has 
not stopped him from making 
public statements regarding 
differences in racial I.Q.s. But 
to protect himself, he adds that 
Asians score higher than 
whites. The CCC has gained 
some credibility on this issue 
by calling on one of its mem-
bers, a psychologist at Florida 
State University, to back up the 
claim. 
The liberal media has 
been relentless. seizing on the 
opportunity to expose the rac-
ist views of the CCC. Fcrai 
Chidcya in USA Today slams 
the organi7.ation as, "stunningly 
racist." Chideya quickly points 
a finger at its chief editor H. 
BEt,(iJ{AI)r .. : - FlT~E PHOTO ~.. · - A 
prominent Serb opposition journalist Slavko 
Curu.vija, owner of the daily Dnevni Tclcgrnt: is 
shoy,n in this file picture taken Novt1Tlbcr 9. 1998 
in Bdgrade. "We can confirm thm he b..1.s been 
kiUed," one of Curuviju's '~ollcagucs, who .iedined 
be named, told Reuters. Eyewitrle:S.')es said they 
Sl."Cn the covered body sumtunded by police on 
ll. Photo by .Emil 
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What others fight and die for 
by Cindy Kansoer 
I am astounded, not at the abun-
dance of news, but of the lack of news, 
or at least of the onc-sidedness of the 
news. People are under the impress10n 
that what they see, hear, or read is the 
truth and that anything that is not re-
ported in our media does not extst. 
Wake up people! 
Journalists are a rare breed of 
people who have an insatiable curiostty 
about everything and everyone. This has 
a tendency to get them into trouble as 
often they rush into a situation without 
thinking. Even if the journalist contem-
plates the risks, the hesitation is brief 
and s/hc still rushes forward to grab the 
story because that is what they do-tJtcy 
report. 
I hav c made several contacts 
within the different media since the on-
set of the Kosovo crisis. Some have 
been \\-ithin Belgrade and one \\as trans-
mitting from Pristina. I had lost con-
tact with the Pristina contact a fe\\ 
nights ago as she transmitted some pic-
tures to me. I am hoping that the prob-
lem was the power knock out, but after 
a few days and nights of not being able 
to raise her, I fear the worst 1 also won-
der what drives a person to that extreme 
to risk hfc to get ptcturcs or a story 'out. 
Many of these people have no direct 
affiliation with the wireservices or, if 
they do, they have been blocked from 
making contact Still, they struggle to 
tell the story as It unfolds. regardless 
ofthe risk. 
It is extremely frustrating for 
those \\ho remain outside of the 'war 
zone' to rely on someone cl c's eves 
and ca to tell the slot') . There isyea.m-
ing and guilt attached to not being 
there in the midst of the action - to 
sec for oneself and to tell the \\Orld 
what is seen. But it is a double-edged 
S\\ord; those \\ ho endure the terror of 
the shclhng, the heartache of helplessly 
watching the stan ing, and the heartbreak 
of witnessing the identification of the 
casualties. must rely on others to tell 
the story and to tell it accurately and 
objectiv:cly · 
From the first journalism lec-
ture, it is made clear that the job of the 
journalist is to inform. How the indi-
. ,·idual informs- style- is left up to the 
individual, but credibility ts crucial. 
Facts have to be gathered and double-
checked. it is critical to spell names 
correctly (misspell someone 's name 
and see how fast they let you know about 
it), and, above all, be objective. If the 
journalist cannot be objective. s/he must 
back off from the story and let some-
one else take the lead. The question is: 
B 9 2 continued from front page 
The world of B92 encom-
passed radio, publishing, music produc-
tion, TV and Video production, OpenNet 
Internet provider, Rex cultural centre, 
55 members of the Association of In-
dependent Electronic Media- ANEM 
and Free 2000 for Free Media. ' 
Mirkovic's ftnal statement was 
"Over the years, our free voice has on a 
number of occasions been smothered. 
On April 2, 1999, as war raged in our 
country and NATO bombs continued to 
fall, that voice was silenced. But the 
struggle for free speech and the free 
spirit ofB92 and all of you who support 
us, goes on." 
Other radio and television sta-
tions have also come under fire. Spokes-
how do you remain objective when it is 
your country being tom up and your 
people who are dying? 
Radio B92 is still struggling to 
regain the aim•aves. I have no doubt that 
they will succeed though how long it will 
take is impossible to determine. Mean-
while, they continue to report to any-
one that they can reach through what-
ever methods they can. The risk is un-
fathomable. 
As I was receiving transmis-
sion of information and pictures all I 
heard during a simultaneous landline 
was "arc you getting this- are you get-
ting this?" Both lines went dead as a 
cruise missile struck a tower and 
downed lines The people transmitting 
were lucky this time. 
We take for granted \\hat these 
people are fighting and dying for. The 
sad thmg is, we take our first amend-
ment for granted. We abuse it, misuse 
it, and ignore it. Rarely do individuals 
contact their congressman/congress-
woman and voice their opinions. Of 
course, that would require keeping in-
formed and forming an opinion. Have 
we become so busy with our daily tasks 
that we have become ignorant to what is 
going on around us or have we simply 
fallen into a false sense of security that 
nothing and no one can touch us? 
We seem to persistently an-
tagoniz..c the Russians; then we passively 
threaten them. NATO is planning to send 
in ground troops despite having been 
warned of the consequences by Russia 
if they do. The Cossacks have already 
been innamed and have thousands of 
volunteers i'l Belgrade. For the record, 
the i n rm \ n n 
Russia's. I am n~t sure of the numbers 
but combined I am urc the nill mak~ 
a formidable force. If the general pub-
lic is aware of the situation. they cer-
tamly have not \ Oiced any concerns. 
Someone had better step back and con-
sider what \\e arc getting into. 
The media have fallen under a 
covert style of censorship. Mo t people 
realize that there are at least two sides 
to every story. Why, then, arc we being 
fed only one side? There are over 
831,000 refugees. We knO\\ where 
they came from but we arc only in-
formed of the forces of their night. It 
is true that thC) were forced from their 
homes. but the Scrbtan police are only 
a part of the exodus. There was a defi-
nite increase in the flow of refugees 
when the bombing started. Why haven' t 
we been given the updates on this fact? 
Common sense would tell you that if 
bombs were falling on your city, you 
high,tailtt out of there. For that matter, 
man Air Commodore David Wilby 
stated that if Yugoslav President 
Slododan Milosevic will give six hours 
per day to uncensored news and report-
ing from NATO countries, the alliance 
will refrain from bombing Serbian ra-
dio and television stations. 
NATO considers them (media) 
part ofMilosevic's war machine. "Serb 
radio and TV is an instrument of pro-
paganda and repression .... It is there-
fore a legitimate target in this cam-
paign." Wilby said. 
Meanwhile, B92 continues to 
struggle to regain the airwaves. The 
founders of the support group are B92, 
De Balie, De Digitale Stad, Next 5 Min-
utes, Press Now, radioqualia (Australia), 
De Waag (MONM), and XS4ALL. A 
fund was set up by the group for the pur-
pose of sending money and equipment 
how is it that the allied forces so care-
fully planned their bombing strategy and 
did not consider the number of people 
who would take night? 
Common sense also tells us 
that if bombs arc gomg to be dropped, 
somewhere along the line civilians arc 
going to get hit Someone once told me 
that bombs arc truly democratic; they 
don't differentiate between race, reli-
gion, creed, sex, or age. Bombs kill 
everyone alike. I have to admit, though, 
NATO has a umque way of stemming 
civil stn fe: kill the civtlians. When 
NATO denies that their missiles hit 
restdcntial areas, or when t hC)· blame the 
Serbs for destroying their own towns 
and cities, I wonder why the public is 
considered to be so stupid. Pictures 
show the damage carne from the roof 
down proving that it was missiles that 
did the damage. but then the pictures did 
not make it into the media I find this 
strange since I am not affiliated \\ith (nor 
directed or controlled by) a Jar c me-
dia corporation and I have ascertained 
pictures of the are1s hit. It i not by 
acctdcnt that these types of thmgs have 
not been in the media. they have been 
deliberately omitted to protect public 
opinion of our leaders. 
It infuriates me that there arc 
correspondents in the hot zones gath-
ering infonnation, risking their lives. 
and trusting that the story will get out 
and their efforts are not futile just to 
have thci r work censored. I admire and 
respect these people who knowingly 
risk it all. They know that when thcv 
leave the confines of this country they 
become fair gam~ 10r anyone to take a 
shot at, but they do it anyway. The least 
the public can do is insist on the whole 
story from the media. 
The next time you read an ar-
ticle in the paper or see a report on the 
Tv, don't wonder what information you 
are getting, wonder what you are not 
getting. 
to B92 and other independent radio sta-
tions in Serbia and Kosovo. 
Donations were solicited in 
the form of international money orders 
payable to Press Now and sent to Kleine 
Gartmanplantsoen 10, 1017 RR 
Amsterdam the Netherlands or by in-
ternational bank transfer made payable 
in the name of Press Now to Postbank 
Amsterdam, Swift Address: 
INGBNL2A, Accountnumber: 7676. It 
is recommended that both of these ad-
dresses be checked for accuracy and 
availability. A special website had been 
opened at http://helpB92.xs4all.nl. 
The B92 station asks everyone 
to remember their slogan: Trust no one 
not even us ... but keep the faith!" 
The final statement of the staff 
was: "WE SHALL NEVER SURREN-
DER." 
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Why the defiance in her voice 
when she responded to my query 
regarding the orthodox pendant banging 
from her neck? It may have been that she 
found my wandering gaze a bit too 
loquacious as she poured my morning 
coffee. More likely, however, this young 
woman from Belgrade was bracing for 
the disquiet she knew I would feel upon 
learning of her identity. My 
neighborhood in Chicago is full of Serbs 
like her, who in their everyday lives are 
forced to endure the inauspicious fears 
conjured up by war. 
I must confess that I feel their 
pain. Whenever we blame an entire 
people for the actions of politicians who 
speak for them, we are sewing the seeds 
of hatred right here in our own garden. 
There is truth to the allegation of obtuse 
nationalism leveled against the powers 
that be in Serbia; particularly since the 
breakup of Yugoslavia, which was pre-
cipitated by equally chauvinistic forces 
in the other republics of the federation. 
During the cold war, western powers 
looked favorably upon nationalist move-
ments that threatened to undermine the 
unity of the socialist bloc. If there were 
ever a time when the people of the 
Balkans were in dire need of European 
and American solidarity, material and 
moral, it was immediately prior to the 
splintering of this vast multicultural na-
tion into a mosaic of tiny, scarcely viable 
and highly vulnerable rump-states. That 
vicious cycle of societal decay led to war 
in Bosnia-Herzegovenia, where nation-
alist fears pitted Catholic Croatians 
against Orthodox Bosnian Serbs, Serbs 
against secular Bosnian Muslims, and 
ordinary folks of all persuasions against 
their own in-laws. Milosovic himself was 
asked by the United States to broker the 
Dayton peace accords, which ratified the 
outcome of ethnic hatred by dividing the 
war-torn territory among factions. If we 
believe today that the Christians and 
Muslims of Serbia should be forcibly 
separated in order to achieve a lasting 
peace, we have learned nothing from the 
tragedy of the Bosnian debacle. 
The coexistence of different 
religious and ethnic groups was written 
into the post-war constitution of socialist 
Yugoslavia. Organized ethnocentrism 
was regarded then as a form of 
delinquency, and hence was punishable 
by law. Many people who live today in 
the republics of ex-Yugoslavia continue 
to shun the idea that nations derive from 
any kind of"purity", whether of blood, 
custom or religious fervor. Unfortunately, 
throughout the nineties, the pillaging of 
vital resources by underworld 
entrepreneurs, and the impunity enjoyed 
by paramilitary spin-offs of a once 
powerful army, fueled impassioned 
separatist aspirations among national 
groups that feared the consequences of 
becoming "minorities" in an era of 
daunting fragmentation and uncertainty. 
Imagine how you would react if 
segregationist forces won a civil war in 
the United States, southern California 
seceded from the union to reclaim its 
Mexican heritage, African-Americans 
fled the south by the thousands and 
proclaimed an autonomous black republic 
in Illinois, and Korean retailers in New 
York City organized death squads to 
deter inner-<ity kids with drug habits 
from shopping in their neighborhoods -
all in a context of economic devastation 
and the overhaul of school curricula by 
survivalist lunatics in fatigues. Perhaps 
the Black Muslims, claiming the heritage 
of West African slaves forcibly brought 
to America by a cartel of European war 
criminals, would lead a Pan-African 
peace move01ent to stop the madness 
and convince the OAU to bomb 
Geoffroy de Laforcade 
The Global Village Bard 
Two years following the fascist 
annexation of Albania by Italy under 
Mussolini in 1939, AdolfHitlerattached 
Kosovo to Albania and fueled anti-Serb 
hatred among nationalist Albanians. 
When the communist resistance restored 
the unity of Yugoslavia, Josip Tito, a 
Croatian born of a Slovene mother 
granted Kosovo automony within Serbi~ 
as a means of preempting further 
nationalistic tensions. Frustrated by his 
inability to control Tito, however, Stalin 
vetoed Yugoslav efforts to annex 
Albania; and throughout the cold war, a 
sinister puppet regime in Tirana fanned 
the flames of anti-Serb nationalism in 
Kosovo, countering Serb claims of a 
historic right to the province with 
evocations of Skanderbeg's fifteenth 
century crusades. A new Yugoslav 
constitution in 1974 broadened the 
autonomy of Kosovo on the grounds 
that its Albanian majority should enjoy 
a measure of self-rule. This, however, 
was not enough for the most militant 
Kosovans . They demanded the 
Washington D.C. If you laughed or Skanderbeg, who converted his departureofSerbsfromtheprovinceand 
snarled at the scenario I just described, followers to Islam_ among them Mehmet its elevation to the status of a republic 
just think how it must have felt, from the Ali, an Albanian Muslim who founded within 'llgoslavia, equal to that of Serbia 
bridges of the Danube in the nineties, to the dynasty that ruled Egypt from 1805 In the 1980s, accusations of "ethnic 
watch Yugoslavia disintegrate like a to 1952. Many Serbs also converted to cleansing" were frequently leveled 
sandcastle in the desert wind. the religion of the Prophet Muhammad· against the Albanians. Milosevic was 
Until we can be sure that our their descendants are the Muslims of still head of the communist party when 
affiuent societies are fully educated and present-day Bosnia. They are no longer he arbitrarily suspended Kosovan 
infonned about the stakes involved in considered "ethnic Serbs" because they autonomy in 1987, in order, he claimed, 
this war, there is no substance to our have forsaken the Orthodox Christian to protect the baffled rights of the Serb 
leaders ' claim that NATO holds the faith . What on Earth is an "ethnic minority. After the breakup of the 
definitive moral high ground. To say that Muslim" Yugoslav federation , his nationalist 
is not to defend the policies of a heavy- Present-day resentment against coalition methodically dismantled 
handed authoritarian regime. The Albanians is also fueled by the massive Albanian institutions in Kosovo, but 
political spectrum within Serbia is deportations of Serbs in the eighteenth faced peaceful resistance from a new 
however, more complex than our medi~ century, ostensibly to strengthen the reformist elite led by Ibrahim Rugova. 
usually recognizes. Vuk Draskovic defenses of the Ottoman Empire. The international humiliation inflicted on 
recently appointed vice-premier of~ Christians who remained in Kosovo the Serbs in the wake of the Bosnian war 
government with which NATO is at odds, became "dhimmis", social outcasts who did nothing to appease their chauvinism; 
was a fervent opponent of "ethnic lived within theconfinesofheavilytaxed neither did the recent emergence of a 
cleansing" in Bosnia and anticipated, enclaves administered by the patriarch secessionist army, the KLA, and its hasty 
while he was still in the opposition, the of Pee, the "Serb Jerusalem". When the promotion by Western powers to the rank 
escalation of war in Kosovo. Many other Serbs of Kosovo rebelled against their of diplomatic representative of the 
adversaries of the regime have, out of oppression in the early nineteenth Kosovan people. 
patriotism or fear, muted their criticisms century, the myth of a "Greater Serbia" What this cursory review of the 
of Milosevic since the bombing began. worthy of national sovereignty was born region's history teaches us is that we 
Few human rights activists would take _ at the expense of Ottoman Muslims have learned very little from the past. 
seriously the notion that NATO is who were "cleansed" from the areas Recently accused, along with France and 
advancing the cause of democracy in surrounding the Serb enclaves. The Serb Belgium, by human rights groups of shar-
Serbia by bombing the life out of ambition was to unite all Southern ing responsibility for the 1994 genocide 
Belgrade; nor it is realistic to expect European Slavs under a single in Rwanda (haifa million dead in thirteen 
Kosovan refugees to be grateful for the "Yugoslav" nation. They achieved weeks), the United States hopes to set a 
catastrophe that befell them on the day autonomy in 183o, independence in 1878; precedent for the military enforcement 
the air strikes began Even the separatist and when Turkey was forced to concede of peace in the new world order. Because 
KLA, heavily martyred by the Serb the independence of Albania in 1913 Serbia is in Europe and not in Africa, an 
counter-offensive of the past few weeks, Serbia claimed the province ofKosovo' experiment in boldness is underway. But 
has distanced itself from the stated its "holy land" which Serbs resettled e~ if wisdom prevails, which side will it be 
objectives of this ''surgical" war, and masse following the creation of a on? Understanding the collective anxi-
vowed to fight for to the bitter end for Yugoslav monarchy in 1918_ eties of all sides involved is our duty as 
independence. Before the NATO attack r-:03:5.2SG7:5illi~~~-:-:-be=ll:ig~e:re~n~tis ~inith~e.:B:alkan::~q~ua?g~JDJ=·re:·-, 
an oppressed minority in Serbia braced 
for protracted resistance, and hoped that 
international pressure would restore 
autonomy to the province ofKosovo. In 
the few weeks since the bombing began, 
a puzzled world has witnessed the 
unraveling of Europe's worst refugee 
disaster since World War 11. 
I know why I am confused by 
the rhetoric of this war: among other 
reasons, I have spent my entire adult life 
agonizing over the total indifference of 
Western governments to the genocide 
of indigenous peoples in Guatemala, or 
the quarter century-long Indonesian 
crucifixion of East Timor. The Balkan 
imbroglio is even more equivocal. It 
helps, however, to have a penchant for 
the study of history. All nationalisms 
derive their essence from the exaltation 
of past battles against real or imagined 
enemies. Albanians launched a guerrilla 
war against the Serbs in the fifteenth 
century under the leadership of a lj:&;:':::t;~~i'::::±=:7~-£;-;.::7+~.:-.-..!:.=.:-~-L~:_~.]1£.:J 
Turkish-educated warlord named 
4 Innovator 
Ground troops and independence 
by Bill Olson ethnic Albanian population has been 
purged from the territory, the balance 
of power has shifted in favor of 
Milosovic. There is now no reason for 
Miloso\ic to cede any political author-
ity to the province: no opposition lives 
tl1ere. 
Since the au strikes com-
menced two weeks ago, it has been the 
contention of President Clinton and 
NATO that there are no plans to deploy 
ground troops into Kosovo. However, 
as hundreds of thousands of refugees 
have fled Yugoslavia into neighboring 
Macedonia and Montenegro, and as 
Slobodan Milsovic's hold on power has 
remained in tact, it is becoming increas-
ingly clear ground troops will be nee-
cssary. 
It was the hope of The White 
House Administration and NATO that an 
air assault on Yugoslavia would convince 
President Milosovic to return to the 
bargaining table and agree to a political 
solution. Officials believed that as soon 
as Milosovic recognized how destruc-
tive the air strikes would be, he would 
sue for peace and settle on some sort 
of agreement, ceding some political 
autonomy to the province. Instead, he 
has swiftly cleansed Kosovo of the ele-
ment seeking autonomy. 
Now that the majority of the 
Citizens from front page 
racist." Chideya quickly points a finger 
at its chief editor H. Millard. In an ar-
ticle Millard wrote for the CCC, he 
called interracial relationships "geno-
cide via the bedroom chamber." 
Conservative syndicated col-
umnist Arianna Huffington has lent 
more credence to the lambasting of the 
CCC. Huffington mentioned in an ar-
ticle that appeared in the Chicago Sun-
Times in January that a visit to the CCC's 
website turns up articles describing 
Martin Luther King as a "depraved mis-
creant" and America as turning into a 
"slimy brown mass of glop." I checked 
out the website and found an article 
about MLK entitled "Liar? Sex-Addict? 
Fellow-traveler?" Among other degrad-
The ultimate goal of NATO is 
to allow for the safe return of the refu-
gees to their homes: This NATO has 
promised to itself and the Albanians. 
Unfortunately, air strikes alone will not 
be sufficient to ensure their safe return. 
As long as there arc Yugoslavian troops 
in and around Kosovo, it is virtually 
impossible for the refugees to retum-
\\-ithout NATO troops as an escort. 
There can be little doubt that 
the number of casualties will signifi-
cantly escalate if NATO decides to de-
ploy ground troops. Preliminary poll-
ing already suggests that public support 
for the deployment of ground troops is 
less than overwhelming. If-or I should 
say when-news of NATO deaths and 
injuries begin to arrive after troops arc 
deployed in the region, support will con-
tinue to erode. Still, most of the mili-
ing remarks, the article accuses MLK 
of plagiarizing his way to a Divinity 
Doctorate at Boston U. 
The CCC has its supporters 
though. and some of them arc in the me-
dia. Armstrong Williams, a radio talk 
show host and african-american, has 
stated he is a member. CEO Baurn is 
quick to mention that the CCC counts 
black and Jews among its members. Per-
haps its most outspoken member is syn-
dicated columnist Samuel Francis. 
Francis has stated that the CCC should 
not be considered racist just because its 
members have opposed interracial mar-
riage, denounced MLK for various 
moral and political sins, and said that 
blacks have lower intelligence than 
whites. Francis states, "The group does 
acknowledge that it is pro-white ... I see 
with Metra's $5 
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tary state arc 
corning to the realization that ground 
troops may be the desirable, if not nec-
essary, means of accomplishing the goal 
of returning Kosovo into the hands of 
the Albanians. 
When NATO decided to bomb 
Yugoslavia it did not anticipate tl1e sort 
of mass exodus tl1at has occurred. Not 
only docs NATO now find itself in its 
"worst case scenario," it finds itself in 
a scenario it had not even anticipated. 
In fact, one of the primary reasons for 
the bombing was to halt the ethnic 
cleansing going on in Kosovo. Now, just 
nothing wrong and everything right in 
defending the group to which you 
belong .. .In short, when the CCC is ac-
cused ofbeing racist. I for one just don't 
see it. .. " 
Last month, with almost all 
Democrats either voting against the bill 
or "present," a resolution stating that the 
House "denounces all those who prac-
tice or promote racism, anti-Semitism, 
ethnic prejudice or religious intoler-
ance" failed to come up with the requi-
site number of votes. This "embarrass-
ing substitute," said Rep. John Conyers, 
D-Mich., is "a cover for those Republi-
cans who don't want to condemn the 
CCC because so many Republican lead-
ers have been associated with this rac-
ist group." Democrats wanted a sepa-
rate resolution singling out the CCC as 
ri/19, 1999 
two wee s a ter t e attac s egan, 
Kosovo is virtually empty. 
It is anticipated that the air 
strikes will continue over the next sev-
eral weeks. The goal of depleting the 
bulk ofMilosovic's military capabilities 
will likely be reached. But there is now 
the problem of getting the Kosovar refu-
gees back home- and time is of the es-
sence. The hundreds of thousands who 
have fled the province arc now living in 
tents; medical supplies and assistance 
is lacking; sanitation levels arc disgust-
ing; and food, and especially water sup-
plies. are scarce. Daily, people arc be-
coming sick and dying. 
The possibility of a political 
solution to the crisis in the Balkans 
looks dismal. Instead of negotiating an 
agreement, NATO must forcibly drive 
back the Serbs to allow the Kosovars to 
return home. NATO troops \\ill then 
have to be stationed there in order to 
preserve the peace. As for autonomy 
of the province, it is rather absurd to 
concede any governmental authority to 
a country with which one is warring. 
After all the money and eventual blood-
shed, Kosovo will find itself as an inde-
pendent state. 
the target of condemnation. 
The original Democratic reso-
lution was offered by Rep. Bob Wexler, 
D-Fia., who said the GOP version, was 
a "sham" that was "designed only to de-
rail our resolution and if successful hand 
the CCC an unconscionable victory." 
Rep. J.C. Watts, R-Okla., the 
only black Republican in Congress and 
chief sponsor of the GOP bill, said sin-
gling out one group would "commit a 
crime of omission by giving a pass to 
other groups that espouse prejudice." 
CCC CEO Baurn, in a statement 
last week on the Wexler bill, denied that 
the group supports white supremacy and 
anti-Semitism, and called the resolution 
"the product ofleft-wing partisans who 
seek to silence all conservative expres-
sion." 
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Misery 
continued from front page 
know how many are injured or dead," a 
doctor, Vladeta Matic told the agency. 
Tanjug reported that an oil refinery near 
the city ofNovi Sad had been hit as well 
as a railway bridge over the Danube, a 
fuel depot in the town of Sombor, the 
residential area of Aleksinac, the head-
quarters of the Third Yugoslav Army in 
Nis, and a military court and facilities 
in the industrial zone in Nis. Around 
the same time, an e. ·plosion rocked the 
Gucevo area near the town of Loznica. 
Tanjug said that the target might have 
been a television tower. 
NATO admitted April 6lh that 
it missiles may have missed its target. 
Air Commodore David Wilby said a rare 
technical failure could have caused the 
weapon to miss its target "It is pos-
sible that one of our weapons fell short 
of the target. Despite our meticulous 
and careful pre-attack planning, the law 
of statistics will at some stage go against 
us and we will be exposed to a technical 
defect." 
But the next day Tanjug re-
ported that missiles exploded in a resi-
dential area of Kosovo 's capital , 
Pristina. There are both dead and in-
jured. It was the most severe attack on 
civilians in Pristine," said the report. 
Firefighters were trying to put out the 
flames in buildings hit by the bombs and 
rescue teams were searching for people 
in the rubble. 
Reported to be hit was the in-
dustrial area ofNis and a major chemi-
cal factory in Lucani. Yugoslav authori-
ties said that at least five people were 
killed Tuesday when three bombs ex-
ploded in the mining town of AleksiMC. 
NATO reiterated that it was doing all it 
could to avoid inflicting civilian casu-
alties. 
Yugoslav President Slobodan 
Milosevic proclaimed a cease-fire on 
April 6111, but Present Clinton ir.sisted 
that all NATO demands on Kosovo be 
accepted. The cease-fire was r..;jected 
and airstrikes continued. The initial 
offer failed to address the withdrawal of 
Serb forces from Kosovo and the accep-
tance of an international peacekeeping 
force. 
State media said the cease-ftre, 
made in honor of Orthodox Easter the 
following Sunday, followed peace talks 
between Miolsevic and Kosovo Albania 
leader Ibrahim Rugova. Belgrade said 
new peace talks with Rug ova represent-
statement said that essential autonomy 
for Kosovo within Serbia would follow 
after a certain period of time. 
Both a cease-fire and a re-
newed peace dialogue looked tenuous 
si nce the KLA does not recognize 
said at NATO headquarters in Brussels, 
"We have severely damaged about 150 
major targets." 
The attacks have disrupted the 
integrated air defense system, destroyed 
or incapacitated half of Belgrade's 
courtesy 
Missiles hit the center of Belgrade for the first time on April 3, 
turning the Serbian Interior Ministry into a blazing inferno. A fire-
man and a doctor observe the burning building in dowtown Belgrade. 
U.S. military officials said March 2 that they were attacking the 
Yugoslav capital Belgrade with cruise missles. U.S. cruise missiles 
can be launched from aircraft, including B-52 bombers or from na-
val vessels. 
Rugova since his failed non-violent re-
sistance to repressive Serbian rule was 
eclipsed by guerrilla war last year. 
The United States and Britain 
immediately rebuffed the announcement 
of a unilateral cease-fire and vowed in-
tensifying bombing until Belgrade 
'bows to all Western demands.' 
As airstrikes continued, the 
flow of refugees escalated. Over 
831 ,000 Albanians fled to Macedonia 
and Albania. 85,000 refugees remained 
stranded in two fields between the bor-
der of Macedonia and Kosovo. They 
lacked shelter, food, and were increas-
ingly prone to disease from the cold. 
Macedonia feared for its own democracy 
and balance after admitting more than 
55,000 refugees. It had said that no 
more would be let in unless they were 
guaranteed onward passage. 
By April I Qth weekend, the 
weather hampered bombing missions. 
NATO still insisted its planes and mis-
siles had ' punched a huge hole in 
Yugoslav military resources." 
"We have inflicted a hell of a 
lot of damage," spokesman Jamie Shea 
MiG-29 planes, taken out two of three 
army headquarters and cut off 50 per-
cent of fuel stocks. Bridges, commu-
nication centers and equipment had also 
been hit. A railway station in the town 
of Polje was also hit. 
U.S. humanitarian rations fi-
nally reached refugees by April u~~o. 
However, the refugees were throwing 
away the ration by the thousands and 
were burning some to keep warm, com-
plaining that the food is inedible. "We 
know the American want to help, but 
the food is just no good," said refugee 
Arolelina Ajazi. The Defense Depart-
ment maintained that the meatless meals 
were enough to feed one refugee for a 
full day and they were suitable for all 
faiths. 
Some people said later that the 
meals- which include three-bean cas-
serole, legume stew, and vegetarian gou-
lash- made their children vomit. Many 
of the packages were discarded in fetid 
trenches and streams filled with garbage 
and excrement. Several families were 
seen huddling around campfires using 
boxes of rations to help fuel the flames. 
ing Albanians aimed initially for a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The compilation of content was a combined effort from several sources. Many 
simple provisional agreement enabling thanks to Reuter News, Canadian Broadcasting (CBC), B92 Belgrade, and joint self-government by Albanian and 
Serb and other ethnic communities. The several independent and private sources. 
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Medical experts said similar 
problems were reported during a hu-
manitarian mission in Somalia, where 
U.S. military rations were too rich for 
the local population. Officials of the 
World Food Program acknowledged that 
the food might have caused stomach 
problems. 
Weather again forced the can-
cellation of three of 10 manned bomb-
ing missions. NATO still had struck at 
a munitions dump. bridges. petroleum 
facilities. and Yugoslav forces in the 
field in Kosovo. Cruise missiles at-
tacked two radio relay stations. The al-
liance said the bombing had been rela-
tively restrained because of Orthodox 
Church celebrations of Easter Sunday. 
Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright plans to fly to Europe for talks 
with NATO and Russia's foreign min-
ister on the air campaign, which s11ows 
no signs of ending and increasing!} 
threatens relations with Moscow (sec 
Yeltsin warns). 
Tensions rose on the Kosovo-
Albaniana border where mortar bombs 
fired by Serb forces fighting guerrillas of 
the separatist Kosovo Liberation Army 
killed two civilians in a northern Albanian 
village. Tan jug said the Serbs had repelled 
groups of terrorists into Kosovo. 
Belgrade said its forces were merely 
fighting the KLA while NATO is violat-
ing internatioflallaw, sponsoring terror-
ism and seeking to dismember Serbia 
Early hours on Monday, April 
12lh, witnessed alliance missiles set an 
oil refinery ablaze and an army airfield 
on the outskirts of the capital, Belgrade. 
Albania called on NATO to 
strike Serb artillery near its border with 
the Serbian province of Kosovo after 
mortar shells fired by Serb forces killed 
two civilians and wounded others in a 
northern Albanian village. 'fbe fi Mn-
side Albaruan territory seriously it\juted 
three KLA guerrillas and a Western 
jourrlalist with them. 
A NATO spokesman in Brus-
sels showed journalists an aerial pho-
tograph depicting freshly turned earth 
at Pusto Selo near Orahovac in Kosovo. 
It was surmised to be a mass grave. 
Thousands ofKosovo men are missing, 
taken by Serb troops while their women, 
children, and elderly relatives were 
driven out of Kosovo. 
As the U.S. officials said 
NATO had standby plans for the use of 
ground troops in the Kosovo conflict. 
Macedonian President Kiro Gligorov 
said that his country, where 12,000 
NATO troops are deployed, would ob-
ject to the alliance using its territory to 
invade Kosovo overland. Gligorov 
warned the Kosovo war could spread to 
his neighboring country. 
Yeltsin warns JVA1lD not to pusli Russia to war 
by Cindy Kansoer radar that had been kn~ked out. lin could confirm neither remark. police a cease-fire in Kosovo but not 
. Col~ War-sty~e r:.!st-West ten- . .. _Iv~nov refuted the claims stat- When asked if Yeltsin really to fight their way in, only to pr~vide in-
Sions rose Fnday, Apnl 2 , when Rus- ~ng,. This IS a to~ly absurd attempt to told him missiles had been retargeted, temational protection for the refugees 
sian President Boris Yeltsin said that he JUStify NA!O failures .. Attempts to he stated "Yes, he said against those to go back. 
hadtoldNATOnottopushMoscowinto blameRussmforeverythingrecallsCold countries which are carrying out mili- Yeltsin continued to warn 
the conflict since that could spark a War times. We aren't trying to help taryactionagainstYugoslavia I'msur- NATO. "I told NATO, the Americans, 
European or even a world war. shoot down planes or capture soldiers. prised television reports on my meeting the Germans don't push us toward mili-
The Russian reconnaissance We' re trying to put an end to war." with the president have not been broad- tary action. 'Otherwise there will be a 
ship, Lirnan. steamed out of the Rus- One week later, Yeltsin stated cast yet." European war for sure " he said in tete-
sian port of Sevastopol for the Adriatic that he favored tough moves to oppo~ Belarus confirmed that they vised comments. He s~ted that Russia 
on _Friday. Russia~ officials den~ed a NATO. ground ~ttac~ on Yugosla~a backed the request from Yugoslav Presi- would not leave a NATO ground opera-
claims that the shtp would provtde and poss1bly a uruon ~th Yugoslavta. dent Slobodan Milosevic to join their tion in Yugoslavia unanswered. 
Belgrade with intelligence on NATO The Commurust speaker of the union as a way to solve the crisis. Yu- Ivanov later said that he was 
action. Russian Foreign Minister Igor ~· Ge~dy Seleznyov, stated that goslavia already had observer status in not aware of any presidential order to 
Ivanov said that the purpose of the de- Yeltsm told him he_ sup~rted Yugo~l~v the parliamentary assembly of the Rus- target nuclear missiles on NATO coun-
ployment was to "assess the situation in leader ~lobodan Milo~c's call to JOID sia-Belarus union. tries involved in bombing Yugoslavia. 
the Balkans." the umon of ~ussta and_ Belar~s . British Foreign Secretary, High-level contacts had been 
Defense analysts in Moscow Seleznyov also satd that Yeltsm told him Robin Cook, said that there were no made after Russia's Interfax news 
suggested the reconnaissance ships he had ord~~ a re~eting of Russia's plans to send NATO troops into Kosovo agency reported that Yeltsin had ordered 
could act to intercept infonnation about n~clear rrusstles agamst NATO coun- as an invasion force. NATO was will- the retargeting of missiles at NATO 
NATO airstrikes to replace Yugoslav tries bombing Yugoslavia. The Krem- ing to commit ground troops to help 
continued on a e 6 
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Refugees flee 
Nowhere to run 
by Cindy Kansoer 
Thousands of Albanian refu-
gees fled Kosovo while cruise missiles 
destroyed two Belgrade buildings April 
3"'. The flood of refugees "ere caught 
in the rain and cold on both sides of the 
border of the southern Serbian province 
in what NATO called a ' humanitarian 
catastrophe.· 
Neighboring Macedonia said 
that it was unable to cope with the wave 
of people trying escape and would only 
allow in the refugees who could move 
on to other countries. Germany re-
sponded by saying it was ready to take 
in some people. 
By the next day, April4111, thou-
sands of hungry and exhausted refugees 
waited in between Yugoslavia and 
Macedonia for a promised airlift. The 
airlift never began and by nightfall the 
refugees were still huddled in a muddy, 
stinking field covered with human ex-
crement. They were fighting over loaves 
of bread and facing a night of misery 
without shelter or medical assistance. 
NATO came forward with of-
fers of temporary shelter- Germany 
40,000. United States 20,000, Turkey 
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20,000, Norway 6,000, Canada 5,000 
and Greece 5,000. Albania had received 
more than half the flood with 200,000 
crossing its border. It offered to take 
100,000 stranded people on the 
Macedonian border. 
As of April 5111, NATO stated 
that the number of Albanian refugees 
had grown toover831,000. Thatfigure 
is greater than half of the original popu-
lation of Kosovo. NATO spokesman 
Yells in continued from page 5 
states. The Kremlin denied the report. 
White House spokesman, Joe Lockhart, 
said Yeltsin had "stated very clearly that 
he's not going to get involved in this 
and we expect him to keep that com-
mitment." 
The United States and Russia 
pledged in a 1994 agreement not to tar-
get nuclear missiles at each other. It is 
seen as a symbolic gesture of the end of 
the Cold war, the missiles could easily 
be retargeted if desired. 
The l1.S. has been concerned 
about re rts that Russia mi ht be in 
told a news conference that 34,000 Al-
banians had been driven into Albania and 
10,000 had been expelled to Macedonia 
the day before, April 4111• 
Air Commodore David Wilby 
stated that the expulsion of Albanian 
villagers from their homes in Kosovo 
continued with tanks employed by 
Yugoslav forces. 
High Commissioner of Unher 
Sadako Ogata placed the blame for the 
stream of refugees on the Yugoslavs in 
a U.N. Emergency meeting on Tues-
day, April 6111• Yugoslavia's head del-
egate stated that hundreds of thousands 
of refugees were fleeing NATO bomb-
mg and that they would all be welcome 
back in Yugoslavia. The offer was met 
A.t<oeovo ret1J9ee a11he 818108 bord« 
C(ouiog Wednesday. The deSertea 
lf.t*llllo village of Milic tiefl in tho 
oockground 
with skepticism because of Yugoslav 
opposition to the presence of foreign 
troops in Kosovo as part of a settlement. 
The refugee crisis deepened on 
Wednesday with Macedonia busing 
thousands of people across its tern tory 
to Albania. At least 14,000 Albanians 
arrived in southeastern Albania, stating 
that Macedonian police had brought 
them there against their will . The Al-
banian news agency, ATA, said that the 
refugees had been forced to board buses 
and maltreated by Macedonian police. 
The U.N. refugee agency said that 
35,000 refugees from Blace had disap-
peared and remained unaccounted for. 
The field at Blace where they had been 
stranded for several days between 
Kosovo and Macedonia was deserted. 
Yugoslavia closed the main border cross-
ing from Kosovo into Albania, which 
halted the flow of refugees. 
Albania was overwhelmed by 
the flow of refugees. Kukes, whose 
population is barely 20,000 swelled to 
more than 100,000. Many were still 
sleeping in trailers and cars despite the 
sending arms to Yugoslavia and warships 
to the Adriatic Sea. Lockhart said that 
Yeltsin sent President Clinton a letter 
appealing for a peaceful conclusion to 
the Yugoslav conflict. 
Yeltsin had reacted with out-
rage to the NATO bombing campaign, 
accusing the allies of 'barbarism.' And 
breaking off Russian participation in the 
NATO-related Partnership for Peace. 
Vice President AI Gore spoke by phone 
to Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny 
Prinakov to urge Moscow not to let dif-
ferences over Kosovo to disrupt the im-
proving relations between the United 
Monday, Apri/19, 1999 
efforts of international relief agencies to 
build shelters. Some local officials said 
that they were concerned about the pros-
pect of epidemics in the town because 
of the overcrowding and poor sanitation. 
"if it rains, it could be a disaster," one 
official said 
Refugees endured hunger. 
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squalor, and the fear of never seeing 
missing loved ones. In the Stenkovec 
camp over 20,000 refugees queued for 
seven hours for breakfast. NATO offi-
cials warned that food would run out in 
less than 24 hours unless aid organiza-
tions delivered fresh supplies. 
The U.N. said it could account 
for 55,000 refugees evacuated from the 
Macedonian border but expressed con-
cern for the fate of several thousand 
more. Macedonia stated that it could 
account for the 84,000 Albanian who 
had passed through since March and 
dismissed international complaints. 
NATO spokesman, Jamie Shea ex-
pressed concern for the fleeing Alba-
nians. "We don't know what has ha~ 
pencd to these people. who seem to have 
been forced back inside Kosovo," he 
said. 
Thousands of Albanians were 
trapped by Serb forces in central 
Kosovo and threatened with starvation 
according to an Albanian television re-
port. The people in villages in the rural 
Upper Drenica region were pimiing 
their hopes on rescue by the outside 
world. "The population of this part of 
Drenica expects from the international 
community that it will open a corridor 
urgently and bring in food and medi-
cine, because supplies have run out and 
the population is threatened'with star-
vation." it said. 
U.N. refugee chief, Sadako 
Ogata was reported Friday to have given 
NATO governments a signal to hold off 
their plans for mass airlift. The United 
States repeated its offer to take 20,000 
refugees to its Guantanamo Bay naval 
base in Cuba. but said the plan was on 
hold. NATO nations, caught off balance 
by the number of refugees after it began 
its air war in Yugosla\ia March 24111• had 
difficulty deciding whether the aim 
should be to move aid to the refugees or 
move the refugees to places where aid 
could reach them. Ogata. visiting 
Macedonia. said her organil'.ation could 
do nothing for ethnic Albanians in 
KOS0\'0 . 
Yugoslavia reopened its main 
border crossing late Friday and expelled 
approximately 2,000 Albanians. Mean-
while, about 10,000 refugees that were 
missing were traced to Macedonia and 
Albania. The refugees had been unac-
counted for since Wednesday night 
when Macedonian authorities bussed 
about45,000 people stranded in tlte filth 
and squalor near the Blace border. The 
U.N. refugee agency is still searching 
for their exact location but they are be-
lieved to be in refugee camps in 
Macedonia and Albania. 
Ethnic Albanian refugees .... among tens of thousands fleeing as 
a result of •ethnic cleansing" in Kosovo - peer from a t.ruck as 
they anive in Kukes, Albania, Wednesday, March 31. 
States and Russia. 
Russian Cossacks have joined 
groups of Serbs trying to shield 
Yugoslavia's bridges from NATO bomb-
ings. A colorful array of men in Tsarist 
unifonns and traditional sheep skin hats, 
joined the people in an attempt to thwart 
the bombings. "Here on the bridge are 
Russian Cossacks, Russian officers, 
Russian generals," said a Cossack. They 
said that they had come to Yugoslavia 
to help defend the country against 
NATO. 
Last month, Cossack leaders 
said they planned to mobilize up to 
5,000 volunteers to defend the Serbs. 
NATO's bombing of Yugoslavia has fu-
eled strong anti-Western sentiments in 
Russia and prompted the government to 
freeze relations with the Western alli-
ance. 
Ivanov stated that Moscow 
would not start any war and that he be-
lieved talks planned with Albright in 
Oslo could lead to a solution. "What 
we have to do is put an end to this war, 
which does nothing but complicate 
things, and resume political dialogue," 
He said, "From our point of view that is 
possible." 
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NATO airstrikes Yugoslav capital, Belgrade NATO re-gretted causing collateral damage or 
killing any civilians. 
the release of the three U.S. soldiers. 
Serbian officials accompanied 
Kyprianou to Aleksinac, a small min-
ing .own in central Serbia, south of 
Belgrade. They were expected to show 
lum damage done to civilian houses by 
a NATO missile on Monday. 
Nowhere to hide 
by Cindy Kansoer 
Wednesday, April7dt, Yugoslav 
President Slobodan Milosevic acknowl-
edged that there was a humanitarian 
disaster in Kosovo, but he said that 
NATO air strikes had caused it. "De-
spite the NATO aggressor's attempts to 
convince the ·international community 
that the bombing was provoked by the 
need to prevent an alleged humanitar-
ian catastrophe in Kosovo, the fact is 
that it was precisely the bombing that 
caused it," Milosevic said, quoted by 
Serbian State television (RST) 
According to NATO, more 
than 430,000 people have been stam-
peded into neighboring states since air 
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strikes began on March 24th Belgrade 
has denied any poltcy of ethnic cleans-
ing throughout and insisted that recent 
refugees were fleeing from NATO at-
tacks not police oppression. 
Milosevic proclaimed a unilat-
eral cease-fire in Kosovo Tuesday night 
and said that he wanted to renew peace 
talks with Albanian moderate leader 
Ibrahim Rugova. Western leaders re-
jected his trutiative as a maneuver to sow 
dissension over the airstrikes. Analysts 
say that Rugova, said by NATO intelli-
gence sources to be in Serbian police 
custody, has been shunted aside by the 
KLA as the leading representative of 
Kosovo Albanians. 
NATO air strikes of strategic 
I!Et <if.:AOI· -l~p <t<lltAl Srn- Ko:'11*:a,lllf' tl:!'<1' 
~"'''~!::"' ,>{" Y<'!;n>l:r: P.r::~ "'.:,];,.. '"'"""" M:!."-
~nl :0.11, M>.• wa.lt:h.l ;n m:elf. ~,\I 0 ~~ o:::lkfol: ;., 
i'; t<linlo. "'<>e:-> dm~n;; ~ fw"""'l ir. llelw..O<" A('tilll. 
Yu;?~'-51: Cdr.titNt.J :.,;.; My ll'wr N '\ ·t (~ ~t ~c:~. •:e 
<.: ;r~i.q: chi:ian 110.~ u'r'h ~' .rtr.f;cJt:oy .:~ n .. t::~. 
I 'l'CI.~l~"VIAOiil )<~;'(~:~...,; 
The official Yugoslav news 
agency, Tan jug, also reported 100 work-
ers were badly injured when six missiles 
hit a car and a small arms factory. 
milital)· sites continued on Friday de- tli~J:!!r!~JSt:..OMi......;;,.;;io,.~Z:.:J:ZW!~.:.;;.,;;;..~.....,--;_....;. __ .._w..,.,.JII 
spite the cease-fire and the confirmation 
that a bomb had hit a residential area 
on Tuesday One of three bombs aimed . 
at the main telephone exchange in the 
center of the Kosovo capital, Pristina, 
slammed into a residential area. "One 
bomb appeared to be seduced off the tar-
get at the final stages," NATO military 
NATO said the deployment of 
U.S. Apache attack helicopters in Al-
bania would give it more clout to strike 
Yugoslav tanks and troops m the south-
em Serbian pro,ince. The U S. Army 
confirmed it had started to deploy the 
Albanian operation dubbed ''Task Force 
Hawk." It allegedly will include 24 
NATO said it was aiming only 
at military or military-related targets. 
but admitted its missile might have 
missed in Aleksina. Local officials said 
five people were killed. 
The Pentagon said that inten-
sified NATO raids had taken a rising 
toll on Serb targets during the week. 
The White House repeated that a cease-
fire and other steps by Yugoslavia's 
President Slobodan Miloscvic to end the 
14 days of bombing fell short of de-
mands. 
Tanjug said a residential area 
of the central town of Kragujevac. site 
of the country's sole carmaker Zastava. 
was hit by at least seven missiles. 
A report on April Slh stated that NATO 
forces had intensified ir airstrikcs on 
Yugoslavia, damaging both military and 
CI\ilian targets. State-run telC\-ision said 
at least three civilians were killed over-
mght when NATO rruds hit an infirmary 
and a recreatiOn center on Zlatibor 
Mountam, 100 miles south ofBclgrade. 
STINA, YUGOSLAVIA-Chiban casualty ofNATO bombing. Dts;membenrtent 
Pristma. the capital ofKosovo, 
was reported hard hit over the past week. 
Serbian officials stated that at least 10 
civtlians were killed and a number of 
apartment blocks were destroyed. identification difficult. Photo 
spokesman Air Commodore David 
Wilby said. 
Yugoslav authorities said 10 
people were killed when the errant bomb 
hit central Pristina. The telephone ex-
change complex was considered a criti-
cal target as it was believed to be used 
for communications between Serbian 
forces in the field in Kosovo and the 
Apache helicopters. missile systems, 
and more than 2,000 troops. Confir-
mation of deployment has not been 
made. 
Spyros Kyprianou, Cypriot en-
voy. "isited Yugoslavia to try to obtain 
A NATO spokesman said the 
alliance continued to strike at only mili-
tary targets. Air Commodore David 
Wilby suggested it was Serbian forces 
who demolished the apartment block, 
stating, "NATO has certainly not caused 
the reported widespread and random 
damage orchestrated by Serb forces." 
1Ll'I.:1.:'1.1RADE M Nnda Bulatovic, a J)(ltient in a cardio-vascular 
fhn,snitaL lies in a ward across the street from a building dir(.-ct 
in 1&1 night's NATO air l-J1rikcs on the Yugoslav capital 
8. NATO missiles exploded in the heart of Belgrade lalc 
Wednesday blac;ting a thm\er Yugoslav army local 
Photo by Emil Vas 
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The Legend of 
Madam Kitchenburg 
by Claude Robert Hill, IV 
As the wolves howled in domestic starvation, 
Gave ear to clueless hungers in need of lusty 
participation. 
Whips were used as brooms in the kitchen of 
purity, 
Concealing strenuous ambiguities. 
Mr. Kitchenburg chained to his fate's door, 
Daily regrets made him the cheap whore. 
The Italian gardener cut the grass, 
... sr lNSTANT satisfaction ofthe lady's task, 
• rl 1b stimulate the stale sheets, 
Foolishly implanting at her feet, 
A chunky morsel to eat. 
Well, she is proper I may agree, 
but her license to murder was almost up. 
Grabbed, cut, and remove the meat 
Slaudered the dog with her dancing feet. 
Buried the bodies just below mopping cheer 
fully with Mop N' Glo. 
Obessed with howling victims of those days 
that made a mess in the kitchen. 
Conjured Satan and taught Sunday school, 
Until last she lost her cool. 
Found face down in a pool of ancient blood 
with seven slashes on each ann. 
Don't forget the fourteen tricks in her 
husband's den 
Madam Kitchenburg has clearly found 
happiness by killing her spouse, 
a gardener, and fourteen friends. 
Legends told from woman shoplifters point-
of -view of the curse of treachery, and her 
appointment as the Demon of Butchery. 
Don't make a mess in the kitchen just be ware 
that fourteen men stare from her hell bound 
office I declare. 
If you cheat on your wife on the thirteen day 
lock your door, 
Kitchenburg will return on the fourteen and 
cement you in the floor. 
Just as her husband the MOP N' GLO keeps an 
eternal sparkle to the kitchen floor. 
Monday, Apri/19,1999 
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Breaking Away 
by Bruce Weaver 
In the these days of winner-
take-all, the lost art of sportsmanship 
is really lost. Americans seem to be 
interested in winning, winning and 
winning. Somewhere along the line, 
Americans forgot that they were 
people; in massacring the Indians, hu· 
miliating the Mrican-American, and 
knocking down just about every eth-
nic group in America, America 
seemed to relish this sense of win-
ner-take-all and take it to its zenith. 
As Hart Bochner sees Mike 
bleeding and in pain, it never occurs 
to him to help Mike out. After all, he 
has been trained by his coaches, who 
were further trained by their fathers 
to be aggressive, manly and unfeel-
Part II 
ing machines. Instead of helping 
someone less fortunate, the athelete 
steals away because he has never been 
taught how to react to pain and suf-
fering. It is amazing that in a country 
that prides itself on being Christian, 
America acts out this little drama on 
college campuses all across the 
country-even on so-called "Chris-
tian" universities. It is the most anti-
Christian act in the whole world. 
The positive side to this is 
Americans always pull for "the under-
dog." Even though a team has a poor 
or minisule chance of winning the 
race, Americans take to the under-dog 
at the outset. Dave's friends are 
called "The Cutters" and throughout 
the Little 500 race you can sense the 
crowd is for the town-team. Mike 
rides his team's bike after Dave takes 
a bad spill; in the excitement of the 
moment Mike races, in third position, 
past his brother who happens to be the 
town policeman. "Go, you cutters; 
Go!," shouts the brother, rooting for 
his brother, as well as the under-dog. 
Patrick Williams, who 
adapted the music for this film, did it 
in the most original way, and did not 
use a single note of original music. 
After hearing of American's hatred 
for Classical Music and all things that 
are foreign, we find ourselves as an 
audience racing with Dave Stoller to 
the beat of Mendelssohn, Rossini and 
the great Italian masters. When Dave 
chases Kathryn for the first time 
through the Bloomington campus the 
- -- ·-- .., ..... , 
fourth movement of Mendelssohn's 
Italian Symphony is heard chasing 
along after him. When D ave races 
with Cinzano, we hear the strains of 
Rossini's overture to The Barber of 
Seville, and you can't get more Ital-
ian than Rossini. When Dave ser-
enades Kathryn for the first time at 
her dorm, he uses an old Italian aria 
in which Dave's voice and the Hal 
Stuart's voice are cleverly dubbbed 
together by Cynthia Schneider and we 
see two events going on at the same 
time; Dave's serenading and the 
mother "serenading" the father to 
blissful, sexual romance. 
The music adaptation brings 
up another American point: We have 
always borrowed from others. 
Whether it be in words, music, dance 
.a~-·--- I ~·~~-TireQ_J)f being turned down? 
.• t~... If You Think You can't Get A Credit Card, Think Again. 
Guaranteed Credit Cards wilh Credit Umits 
up to $10,000 wilhin days! 
No Parent Signer. No Security Deposit. 
No Credit? No Job? No Income? Guaranteed •n•rv-,.u.a• 
WANT VISA & MASTERCARD CREDIT CARDS? 
~-------------------------------------------------------------Mail this order fonn today! 
YESII want Credit Cards immediately. • ·GAC,P.O. Box 220740,Hollywood, FL33022 
Name 
----·--- --- ·- ··- -- .. . .. -·-·--·---- - ----
Address -----------------------------------------------
City-------------- State __ Zip __ _ 
Signature GUARANTEED APPROVAL 
--------------------------------------------------------------
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Crossword 101 
• Lingering Lingo • By Gel'l')' Frey 
ACROSS 
1 Money:Siang 
s Cavalry Item 
10 Soft drink 
14Gape 
15 Fragrance 
16 Bantu trl)e 
17Uel 
18 E$Cllpfi:Siang 
20 T1ml period 
21 Unacceplable gradea 1=--+---+---+-
22 Track contesta 
23Brlngaup 
25 French de'slgner 
27 Garden plant 
~Finalize the public. 
lion: Slang 
33 Ms. Maxwel & othera 
34 Thief's middle man 
35ScuU 
38 Flees:Siang 
37T&.aor 
38 Von Blamarck, Iron .__.....___.._____.__ 
Chancellor 
39 Ostrich cousin 
40 Ot1hodontlst'a tool 
41 Plate for Eucharist 
42 Ctltklze:Siang 
44 Tum away from sin 
45 Poet'• bafore:PI. 
46 Optical device 
48 BOIIon Airport 
51 Chum 
52 Written account 
56 Altenllve:Siang 
58T .... 
58 Teenage woe 
80 Word wllh buds 
81 Soon 
62Venlson 
83Galb 
64Jaunty 
DOWN 
1 Baseball'• Canseco 
2 Word with golden 
31ncomprehensible:Siang 
4 Barbie's significant other 38 Oobbln'allaple 
5 Mora aecwe 40 Carried 
6 French river 41 Jadc'a & Jl'a vessel • 
7 Town, Nebraska 43 More coo1sh 
a Ambulance rider 46 Frost & Keals 
9 Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! 47 Stands up 
10 Roman oralor 48 Cargo 
11 Double-reed lnstrumenl 49 Fonner 
12 Shekels:Siang 50 Departed 
13 Cobras 51 "'lartle Hustle" 
19 Gush 53 Srnel 
21 Singers Dorta and Oennll 54 Chap 
24 Time perloda 56 A short standard 
25 0\.Jard 57 Old ... 
26 Craving 58 Prlaon aenl8nce:Siang 
27 FamouspeiSOIJ:S/ang ..---------"''ii 28 So&.ah American 
animal 
29 Georgia specialty 
30 Main poinl:Siang 
31 Consumed 
32 Ne'er-<IC>well 
34Deeda 
37 Rlgte 
Ouotabll Ouott 
" The most auccesalul 
politician I• he who uya 
..,.., Mtl)'body Ia fhlnldng 
most often end In fhe 
loudNt~.· 
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oHthc mark by Mark Parisi 
C'I'10N. ecsr1=f. .. ~'S ov~ ... 
eA~ rr fJAa( Nc>W, &affl. .. 
5car1'.Y? 
B7 GFR Alaodatea E-MaU : EDC943l@aol.coiD 
Mall: GFR. P.O. Bu 461, SdleDeet&dJ, NY 12301 
..• Theodore RoosiWIIt 
.. You're Coinc out on a date dreaecl like that? 
vhat are ,-ou conna do ••• vash can?" 
CHESS 
(Syndicat~d by th~ US. Ch~u F~d~rat1on) 
Thirty years ago, Ken Smith of 
Texas attached his name to the 
Morra Gambit In the Sicilian De- 8 
lense. Why not? He played It and 
analyzed It more than any other 7 
master. It has undergone various 6 refutations over the years, but It 
keeps showing up. 5 
The following game was played 
In the Icelandic correspondence 4 
championship In 1997. One would 
think that gambits could be more 3 
easily refuted In postal chess, but 
the reverse often seems to be true. 2 
The attackers have all the time In 
the world to pick the sharpest 
moves. Mikhail Tal once said that 
defending was much easier than 
because most of the time 
a 
Smith-Morra 
b c d e f 1 b 
KrlatjaDaeoa 
Pa.llion after 18 .... Ne5 
the defender has little In the way 
of choices of moves, where the 
attacker has to come up with an 
accurate plan. 
KrtatjaDIMD-FJuneoa, 1997 
1. e4 c5 2. d4 ad4 3. c3 dxc3 4. 
Nxc3 Nc:6 5. Nl3 d6 6. Bc:4 a6 7. 0.0 
Nf6 8. b4 Bt4 9. b5 Bxf3 
Znosko-Borovsky gave a piece of 
advice appropriate for this game. 
He said that sometimes you just 
have to wait for your opponent to 
get an Idea because It's bound to 
be bad. Here, White has simply 
developed, and now Black gets an 
Idea. 
10. CXf3 NeS 11. bxa61 
Counter Ideas, on the other 
hand, can be quite useful! 
II .... Nxc4 12. axb71 Ra7 13. 
NbS Rxb7 14. Qa4 Nd7 15. Qxc4 
Ne5 16. Qa4 Rd7 17. Be31 Nxf3+ 
18. Kg2 NeS (see diagram) 
~ so often happens In this gam-
bit, Black development Is terribly 
behind. Now White takes advan-
tage of his superior development, 
the uncastled Black king, and the 
pin on the rook. 
19. Nc7+1 Qxc7 20. Riel Qd8 21. 
Bb6 Qb8 22. Rab1 fS 23. Bc:71, 
Blackresips. 
Yet another lesson In the vitality 
of gambits. 
-Pete Tamburro 
For free lnfonnatlon about how to play, read and write chess, or receiving 01ess Life, 
contact the not.for-profit U.S. Chess Federation at 1.aQO.J88.KING (5464), or write 
USCF. Dept 71,3054 NYS Route 9W, New Windsor, NY 12553. You can also visit us on 
the World Wide Web: http://Www.uschess.org 
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New college ~ads wanted 
~for upward career_~ 
move. 
Intrepid Save $400. 
Caravall Drive a great vehicle. 
Intangible benefits. 
Right now, recent college graduates get $400 off every new Dodge.* 
Combine that with other current offers on some of these models, and you could 
save even more. Ask a salesperson for details. 
Don't fm:r:et 
to ask about '99 college graduate 
finance plans ami/able 
to eligible customers through 
Chrysler Financial. 
. ~ 
The New Dodge 
See The Friendly Dodge Dealer Near You 
*Ask for eligibility requirements. Not available with certain other offers. 
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WOULD 
Atplla Ylll .l'tgma DIVERSITY DINNERS FOR 1999 
National Criminal Justice Honor Society By Lisa M. Bly 
$45,000+ Invites your to On Thursday, April 22, 1999the second round of diver-
HEL WITH ANNUAL AWARDS BANQUET sity dinners will take place. The idea to hold a night of diversity 
COLLEGE! Friday, May 7th 
dinners is meant to give people who might not otherwtse have a 
7-10 p.m. chance to converse, the opportunity to do so. The south metro-
help honor your classmates & friends politan region of greater Chicago is a diverse region where its 
You can earn more than community members share many of the same concerns: the need 
$18,000 during a standard enjoy a friday night out for a strong economic and employment base, high quality schools, 
Army Reservt: enlistment... Guest speaker: Mark Field, Chiedf of police, and safe neighborhoods. 
And (tver $7,000 if you Wheaton, IL Last year, nearly 600 people from fourteen communi-
qualify forth~ Montgomery graduate of GSU ties participated in Diversity Dinners. Held at private homes, 55 GI Bill ... individual dinners joined together various volunteers to break 
l'lt4..'i if you have ('lrobtain bread and engage in informal conversation to promote racial and 
a qualified sr.udent loan. you LaPergola Restaurant 
could get hcfJ, paying it off- ethnic understanding in our region. 
%-~~=~ Chicago Hts. On April 17111, there will be an information session at Faith Church in Park Forest for those interested in hosting a di-
units. live entertfainment at 9 p.m. versity dinner. All questions and concerns will be addressed and And that's forpm·Hime hosts from last year's dinners will be on hand to share their expe-
~rVic\"-IIS118lty dfle Wt-ek- $20. 00 per person riences with the group. 
eml a month plus two weeks' The dinners will be sponsored by the South Metropoli-Annual Training. For reservations call Dawn Talbot (815) 936/9245 tan Regional Leadership Center (SMRLC) at GSU, the League of 
Think ubout it. Deadline is Friday, April 30th. Women Voters of Homewood-Flossmoor, the League of Women Then think about us. 
1lten t·~dl: Mail or drop off payment with Rose O'Neal, Voters of the Park Forest Area. Village of Matteson, and the Vii-lage of Park Forest. . Criminal Justice Program Secretary, E2548 
ake check payable to: Alplra Phi Sigma -
If :xou would like to host a dinner or arc interested in 
-
at1ending a dinner for the dialogue, please call the Regional Lead-
.AU. YClU<AM~ Payment must be received by May 7th ership Center at (708) 534-4487 and speak with Thalia Johnson 
ARMY RESERVE or Ron Bean for more information. 
~ww.gcanr,y.OOfn 
II Free ll 
Home Urgently Needed 
A BABY & OUR PROMISE 
Ready TODAY to adopt again 
At home mom (teacher) & devoted dad (professional) promise 
to GE/I.TLYNURTURE. LOVE U/I.'COND/TJONALLY. AND 
PROHDE UNU\.IITED OPPORTUNITIES. 
Could you make a home for a lovable, quirky cat? I am moving to England 
and I cannot take my friend, Ralph with me. 
Willing to meet. 
JANET/JOHN 
1-800-565-5635 
Polygon Puzzles 
Ralph is a female tortoiseshell kitty about thirteen or fourteen years old 
She is a small and lively companion. Though she does not have the energy that she 
used to have, she still has a great (sometimes ornery) personality Ralph has been 
declawed, has a healthy appetite, and can often be found lying in the sun 
If you can help, please telephon~ Mary Howes at (708) 534-4935 or (773) 
278-0330 or email at m-howes(a),govst.edu. 
everyone. Today's puzzles are about the famous driver and farmer, Goggles 
Goggles Ottenbach drove from GSU to Walla-Walla and averaged 30 mph. Goggles 
came back immediately over the same route and averaged 20 mph. What was Goggles 
average mph for the complete trip? 
A. 24 mph B. 25 mph C mph 
Friends in Walla-Walla sent Goggles some horses and chickens. If the animals had 
of32 
1 egs and 10 heads, how many of each animal did Goggles get? 
1 =--~-
